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proshower 
profile glass
Suitable profile for fixing glass slabs in case of floor 
level showers with a a slope of 2%.
Due to its particular shape and finish in satin-finish 
stainless steel, it covers and decorates the visible 
side of the screed.

PSHWPGACS 100DX
PSHWPGACS 100SX
PSHWPGACS 150DX
PSHWPGACS 150SX
PSHWPGACS 200DX
PSHWPGACS 200SX

INSTRUCTION FOR INSTALLATION

1.  Choose PROSHOWER PROFILE GLASS 
    according to the desired dimensions.
2. Cut PROSHOWER PROFILE GLASS to the 
    desired lenght  and apply the adhesive on the
    support where the profile will be laid.
3. 3. Press the profile into the adhesive.
4. Lay the ceramic paving, aligning it with the
    profile, leaving a 2 mm joint. Immediately remo-
    ve all remains of the adhesive from the profile.
5. Fill the joints between the profile and the paving
    grout, in order to avoid water stangnation.
6. Finally, instert sheet of glass and seal.



PROLISTEL CHANNEL is F-shaped profile  
made  of  anodized and polished aluminum.
It can be use is multiple ways - for fixing 
sheet of glass (on the floors and walls), or 
it can have decorative character, if you put 
ceramic or stone insted of glass in the joint.
ItsIts particular section and the availability   in   
two  different  finishes make PROLISTEL 
CHANNEL  wanted profile that is in the 
same time a very simple to install.

prolistel 
channel

adonised
silver alum.

polished
chrome alum. 

glass

INSTRUCTION FOR INSTALLATION

1.  Choose PROLISTEL CHANNEL according to the 
    visible surface and desired finish.
2. Cut PROLISTEL CHANNEL to the desired lenght  
    and apply the adhesive on the surface where the 
    profile will be laid.
3. 3. Press the profile into the adhesive, aligning it 
    with the paving and leaving a 2 mm joint. Immedi
    ately remove all remains of adhesive from the 
    profile surface.
4. Fill the joints between the profile and paving with
    grout in order to avoind water stagnation. Imme
    diately remove all remains of the grout from pro
        file surface.
5. Finally, put the sheet of glass or ceramic/stone 
    in the section.

PLTCHAA 08
PLTCHAA 10
PLTCHAA 11
PLTCHAA 125
PLTCHBC 08
PLTCHBC 10
PLTCHBC 11
PLTCHBC 125
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